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Adrien Brody and Laurence Fishburne star in
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Predators (R): In producer Robert

Rodriguez’s new take on the long-running

sci-fi franchise, Adrien Brody and Laurence

Fishburne are among the humans

kidnapped and taken to the Predator home

world to be hunted for sport. Extras include

commentary, deleted scenes and featurettes.

Oceans and The Crimson Wing: Mystery of the

Flamingos (G): Two visually stunning Disney nature

documentaries are available in separate releases, on

DVD or in a DVD/Blu-ray combo pack.

Colin and Aah! Zombies!! (Unrated): Get ready for

Halloween by getting into the zombie mind-set with

these two film-festival hits that take the point of view of the living dead. The British film Colin was filmed on a

budget of $75 — really. Writer-director Marc Price used an old camcorder to shoot the film and edited it on his

home computer. It’s available as a single disc or in a two-DVD set. Aah! Zombies!! is a more comical take on the

subject, following four friends who run afoul of some toxic slime and get zombified.

Apocalypse Now: Full Disclosure Edition on Blu-ray (R): Francis Ford Coppola’s unforgettable 1979 war

drama returns in a three-disc special edition loaded with extras, including two versions of the film, the feature-

length documentary Hearts of Darkness, hours of bonus features and a booklet.

Moulin Rouge and Romeo + Juliet on Blu-ray (PG-13): Director Baz Luhrmann’s frenetic, music-laden

romances look “spectacular, spectacular” in high-def. Each film has gotten a new HD transfer, and each has

picture-in-picture commentary and behind-the-scenes featurettes.

Also New on DVD: Assault of the Sasquatch, a low-budget horror film about Bigfoot hitting the big city; Night of

the Demons, a remake of the 1988 horror film about teenagers partying in an abandoned mansion, which turns

out to be a bad idea; Mirrors 2, a straight-to-video sequel; Smash His Camera, a documentary about celebrity

photographer Ron Galella; Six Wives of Henry Lefay, a comedy with Tim Allen; Agora, a sweeping epic set in

4th-century Egypt with Rachel Weisz as a woman centuries ahead of her time; Bangkok Adrenaline, a

fast-paced action thriller with elaborate martial arts fight scenes; and The Killing Machine, an action film with

Dolph Lundgren.
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